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INVESTOR
IT business counts its losses after Telstra cable damaged
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CUT OFF . . . Graham and Vera Wood say turnover this week has halved

Unit: Regn 26
Couple:

‘‘The contractor tests at the
ing kerb replacement works in
line for a dial tone, then back at
the Cranbrook area.
Townsville City Council yes- the exchange. When they have
terday admitted that Citiworks gone to do the test at the
had touched the conduit but did exchange the dial isn’t coming up
indicating that another portion
not break any wires.
of the cable has been damaged,’’
‘‘Telstra took us off-line and I the spokesperson said.
want Telstra to get us back on‘‘There’s definitely still a probline so we can run a business.’’
lem there that’s been damaged
After calls from Cr David by a third party and we don’t
Crisafulli and the Townsville know where it is so at this stage
Bulletin, Telstra was quick to re- we have no idea when it could be
pair the damage with all services rectified.
to the area said to be fully oper‘‘We apologise to our cusational by the afternoon.
tomers for the delay.’’
Mrs Wood said she couldn’t beA Telstra spokesperson said
that while the cable had been lieve what had to be done for a
fixed, further damage had been problem to be solved.
‘‘If I hadn’t have gone through
discovered.
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A FILM made for Townsville will have to
be supported financially in order for it to
be shot in Townsville.
With shooting expected to start in less
than six months, producers of the WWI
film Beneath Hill 60 need to have 20 units
of $275,000 in order for the feature to go
ahead.
Producer Bill Leimbach is in Townsville
this week and said that although six
investors had been secured, 14 were still
needed if the movie was to be shot here.
‘‘The film industry has been notoriously
good in recession and depression and in
this time of financial uncertainty, this is a
good option for investors,’’ Mr Leimbach
said. ‘‘I have got a full schedule for
Townsville this time where I will be seeing
at least a dozen people who are interested
in getting on board,’’ he said.
Mr Leimbach said that finance was the
only thing that would determine if the epic
would be shot in the North or at Fox
Studios in Sydney.
‘‘I’ve always said that this is going to be a
film for Townsville, by Townsville but if
that dream doesn’t come true, we might
have to fulfil it in Sydney,’’ he said.
‘‘Personally I’m a locations man and like
making films in the area where you’re
working with the people but if it’s all talk
and no walk it’s not going to be worth it.
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all this, it would still be November 12 before anything had been
done,’’ Mrs Wood said.
‘‘How the bloody hell do they
manage to do that at the blink of
an eye just because we decided to
go to council and the media — I’m
flabbergasted,’’ she said.
Cr Crisafulli said a number of
Cranbrook residents had been
affected.
‘‘They just want the problem
fixed rather than quibbling over
who’s to blame,’’ Cr Crisafulli
said.
The Telstra spokesperson said
similar repairs often took weeks.
‘‘We need to get access to people’s land and that does not happen overnight and can take
time.’’

Film looks for extras
in bid to shoot locally
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By ISIS SYMES
A TELECOMMUNICATIONS
debacle has left a Townsville
business counting its losses.
Nerds Downunder, ironically
an information technology company, yesterday marked 11 days
without internet, phone and credit card connection after a Telstra cable was damaged.
Owners Vera and Graham
Wood said they had been in
touch with Telstra since the
problem began but Telstra had
continually pushed back the repair time.
‘‘The Telstra cable was cut by
accident last Saturday (October
18) and they said it would be fixed
by that Monday,’’ Mrs Wood said.
‘‘When nothing was done and
we contacted them again we
were told it would be done by the
Wednesday, then it was the following Monday again and the
last time we contacted them
which was yesterday (Monday,
October 27) they said that it
would be 2+ weeks before it’s
fixed — that’s November 12,’’ Mr
Wood said.
Mr Woods said they had been
given an interim phone while
Telstra tried to rectify the problem but that hadn’t stopped business from dropping.
‘‘We can’t process credit cards,
can’t do online banking and can’t
move anything from the machines which people have us fixing for them because they have
to be connected to the internet,’’
he said.
‘‘This week we’ve had about
half the turnover of the previous
week.
‘‘And it’s not only us that’s affected but we’ve got three technicians and their incomes depend on jobs and they have families to support,’’ Mr Wood said.
Citiworks reportedly cut the
cable by accident while conduct-

SMART MONEY

‘‘By shooting the film in Townsville it’s
going to cost us an extra $600,000 and
there’s going to have to be a good reason
to do that and first we need the full
financial backing.’’
Mr Leimbach said he hoped to have all
the investors for the $5.5 million picture
secured by Christmas.
‘‘Investors already have a guaranteed 40
per cent return because of the
Government rebate and we’re trying to
create a must-have for people as the
project and the cast grows. By doing that
we hope to guarantee the investors a bit
more in return for them,’’ he said.
Mr Leimbach said local investor Tony
Fraser was one of the six to have signed
the Beneath Hill 60 dotted line.
Mr Fraser said he was excited to be on
board the project.
‘‘I remember all the excitement last year
in Bowen for the film Australia and I
think this will be good for Townsville in
the same way,’’ Mr Fraser said.
‘‘This is a war movie with a lot of relative
things to Townsville and by going in as an
investor with property here as well, I hope
that the film is not only successful but also
brings more people to this city because of
it,’’ he said. ‘‘There’s a way to go yet and
they still need the people of the North to
put their hands in their pockets.’’
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Expansion on track
LIHIR Gold Ltd’s $1 billion
expansion of its Papua New Guinea
operation remains on budget and
schedule, the company said
yesterday after delivering a record
output for the quarter.
Australia’s second biggest gold
company reported a climb in
production of 59.8 per cent to 250,110
ounces for the three months to
September 30, assisted by increased
output from the Ballarat mine in
Victoria and the merger with
Equigold NL.
The company maintained its full
year forecast of 850,000 ounces of gold
or the 2008 calendar year.
Lihir said the $US700 million
($1.16 billion) expansion of its
namesake mine in PNG remained
‘on schedule and on budget’.

Singapore vulnerable

HELP . . . Beneath Hill 60 is looking for backers
and (inset) producer Bill Leimbach

SINGAPORE’S economy will
remain weak in 2009 if there is
further global economic
deterioration, the central bank said
yesterday.
Singapore is vulnerable to any
downturn in major export markets
such as the US, Europe, China, India
and Japan.
‘‘GDP growth is expected to be
around 3.0 per cent in 2008, and the
economy will continue to grow below
its potential rate into 2009,’’ the
authority said.
This month Singapore cut its
economic growth forecast for 2008 to
3.0 per cent from between 4.0 and 5.0
per cent after the economy slipped
into a technical recession.
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